
 

 

 

Dear Shareholders and Colleagues, 

Jupiter 

We announced today that Jupiter had produced its interim results for the six months to August. As stated, the 

profits have been running about 30% ahead of the previous period at Tshipi, the large manganese mine Jupiter 

owns half of in South Africa. This has been despite low manganese prices and is an indicator of how efficiency 

continues to increase at the mine so that it has become perhaps the world’s cheapest producer. With its sixty 

years of reserves and already strong market share in China, of about 12%, Tshipi is one of the best manganese 

assets in the world.  

Jupiter is therefore a company of two halves. One half is the iron ore projects in Australia, consisting of a small 

haematite project in the south of Western Australia, and a much larger magnetite project nearby. The other 

half is a manganese producer in South Africa. In the iron ore market, prices have become very low, but the 

main producers, BHP, Rio Tinto and Vale, have costs so low for much of their production that this does not 

affect them so significantly, and they remain highly profitable at the operating level. In the Pilbara in Australia, 

BHP has its own infrastructure and trains remotely computer controlled and all the efficiencies that can be 

derived from a huge scale of operation have been maximised. Therefore, while lesser producers are losing 

money, collapsing, or unable to make progress – and this would apply in current conditions to Jupiter’s iron ore 

projects also, which will not progress rapidly until conditions improve – BHP may sail serenely on knowing that as 

long as demand for iron persists, they will be the strongest supplier. 

When it comes to manganese, it is a different story. Tshipi and its parent, Jupiter, are like the BHPs of the 

manganese industry with high margins even at today’s prices; it does not matter who else loses money in 

production: it is impossible without serious mismanagement or political chaos for Tshipi to do so for as long as 

the world needs manganese. This means that the Jupiter asset as a jewel in our crown at Red Rock shines ever 

more brightly at present. With a Net Asset Value of AUD 5.5m, and the likelihood that in a recovered market its 

South African asset would be valued far in excess of that on an attributable basis to us, our market value is 

largely underwritten by this stake and we look to a corporate transaction in the next two years as the most 

likely crystallisation of this value. 

Colombia 

We would probably not, if left to our own devices, have made an announcement this morning on Colombia; 

we would probably have left it until we were more able to give greater detail, which may be only hours away. 

The fact of the matter, as stated is that we are in the last stages of a sale, but finalising details and legal 

documents takes time. Understandably, given the length of negotiations, shareholders are anxious and want to 

be kept informed. And so we have made interim announcements.  

The fact that we are selling the gold asset in Colombia does not mean that we are less optimistic about the 

gold price. It is possible that the dollar, having broken out of a long trend, may have a sharp rise; some chartists 



think that. If so, it is equally possible that gold, despite its recent recovery, will go down since on a short-term 

view, the knee-jerk reaction to a dollar rise can be a gold fall. However, the elephant in the room, the fact that 

overwhelms all other facts, is the huge monetary expansion that has occurred in the US, the UK and Japan 

since 2008. In the US alone, money has increased from $1 trillion to $4 trillion. If velocity of money had continued 

at anything like its usual rate, this would have represented an inflation rate of well over 30% per annum. What 

happened however was an almost unprecedented decline in the velocity of money for reasons that would 

take some time to explain and are certainly, in some respects, a matter of debate. This has meant that the 

money has not gone into the economy in the normal way and this decline in velocity has therefore cancelled 

out substantially all the impact of the increase in money. At some point, people’s preference for cash over 

short-dated government paper, banks’ reluctance to lend as they rebuild their balance sheets, and 

consumers’ reluctance to borrow on the terms available will change. As this money seeps back into the 

economy, confidence in the ability of governments to pay their debt, concerns about the proportion of 

government revenues that have to go to debt service, and increased distrust of fiat money will lead to a 

change in asset preferences – of which gold must, we believe, be a major beneficiary. Over the next two 

decades, gold is likely to be one of the best performing asset categories.  

Ivory Coast 

In entering into West Africa, and in particular Ivory Coast, we are increasing and not decreasing our exposure 

to gold, and doing so at the bottom of the market. In Ivory Coast, we have a strong acreage position along 

the expected continuation of the Ashanti gold belt and belts parallel to it, and there and elsewhere our targets 

will be multi-million ounce discoveries. That these will occur in Ivory Coast is undoubted. That we are 

strategically positioned is something we strongly believe. This exploration starts now and will be an increasing 

focus of our efforts. We thank shareholders for their continuing support through often trying times and hope that 

the next three years will be a mirror image of the last three.  

If you do not currently receive these newsletters via email, please send us a message at exploration@rrrplc.com 

with your email address and we’ll add you to the list. Likewise, if you use Twitter, follow us @RRR_RedRock for 

regular comments from myself and the team.  

Yours sincerely, 

Andrew Bell 

Chairman & CEO 
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